StressBar: A System for Stress Information Collection
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ABSTRACT
The causes of stress and how it affects our behaviors are generally not well understood. The stress research usually requires a large amount of data to analyze possible stress-related factors. The data collection process traditionally is time-consuming and cost-ineffective. To help medical researchers collect the stress information, we propose a tool named StressBar utilizing the powerful data collection capacity of smart phones. In this paper, we will show our design and implementation considerations of StressBar.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2 [Computer-Communication Networks]: wireless communication

General Terms
Design

1. INTRODUCTION
World Health Organization, as well as numerous other organizations and researchers have pointed out that stress-related disorders are on the rise and will be one of the most challenging public health threats in the decades to follow[2]. Although the awareness of stress and its negative impact on health and productivity is growing, there is a lack of cost-efficient and easily assessable tools for the public to deal with stress. Medical and psychological approaches available are costly, lack sustained effects or are hampered due to limited availability of trained professionals to deliver the stress treatments.

In order to fundamentally change the way we assess and manage stress, we have launched the StressBar project. StressBar will dramatically improve the assessment of stress in people's daily life as well as offering cost-efficient and easy-to-use effective treatment. Furthermore, the StressBar project will provide stress researchers with an entire new and rapid way to study stress as well as assess the impact from various stress interventions. We believe that participatory sensing is an important method to the research. StressBar will allow us to collect information about individuals and in the future make personalized recommendations. The collective data also allow us to analyze the stress status of a region, such as Metro-Detroit. This will help the government to make more accurate decisions. For example, in more stressed areas, there should be more medical services.

In this paper, we propose the design of our stress collection system named StressBar. Section 2 presents the architecture of StressBar. In Section 3, we discuss its implementation details. A case study is introduced in Section 4 to demonstrate an application based on the StressBar Project.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN
StressBar uses a typical client-server mode, which is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: System Design of StressBar

The server receives requests from a mobile client, processes them, visits database and then gives responses back to the client. From the rightmost part of the figure, we see that it also provides services for scientific research, public decision making and medical service.

We have two kinds of clients. One is a mobile client, which is used for patients to collect their stress information and receive medical suggestions from doctors. A mobile client supports user interactive questions, Bio-sensor and location information collection. We collect location information, as we mentioned in the Introduction part, is mainly used for governments to do public decisions like to supply more medical services in more stressed areas. The other client is used for scientific researchers to do data analysis and for doctors to give feedback to patients. Also, the government is able to use the part of the information to do public decision...
makings.

To make the system flexible to the future implementation change, we design interfaces for all the modules in Figure 1. The server provides basic functions or APIs, it is the responsibilities for clients to combine those APIs together to finish their work.

3. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

This section presents some detailed information about the implementation of StressBar prototype. Not all the functions we introduced in Section 2 are included in the prototype, and we mainly focus on the server, database and mobile client design details.

The server is currently running on a Linux machine and the client is running on the Android platform, which is responsible for data collection, including heart beat measure, stress and location information collecting. Four modules are presented in the following: data collection module, communication module, service module, and data store module.

![Figure 2: Mobile client data collection](a) collecting heartbeat using Nonin4100; (b) heart rate result; (c) interactive questions.

The data collection module is designed to collect possible user stress information while at the same time making the collection process cost-effective and easy accessible, so we choose Android as the mobile client platform. The information we collected includes heart beat, location, and user interactive questions. Heart rate information is collected through Bluetooth from a Nonin 4100 sensor (Figure 2(a)) which is attached to the users’ finger. After two minutes, when the heart beat measure process is finished, the program pops up questions for users to fill (Figure 2(c)). The heart rate and answers for those questions together with location information are then sent to a remote server through our communication model. Collecting location information is time consuming, so we implement it as background service updating location every 5 minutes.

The communication module hides the complexity of client server communication. It is implemented as background service on mobile clients. The protocol we use is XML-RPC, which is a remote procedure call using HTTP as the transport and XML as the encoding. It is flexible and easy to implement, but one disadvantage is that it increases our phone’s network traffic, which may increase our cost on using StressBar.

The service module targets receiving client side requests and giving responses back to the client. We implement the service module as a web service since it is a fully developed technology, which will greatly reduce our efforts on building a reliable, high performance and scalable server. We can easily reconfigure it to add more services without changing the written code. StressMap, which displays the stress information on the map based on the location information collected by clients, can be easily deployed on our web server by just adding several lines on web.xml file.

The data storage module we use currently is built on MySQL database. We use the JDBC pool as the connection between the web service and database access since it automatically help us handle concurrent database requests. MySQL database has disadvantages on constructing large scale, distributed data storage system[1]. To solve its disadvantages, we are building a highly distributed NoSQL data storage system named Woodward, which will be used for health data store.

4. CASE STUDY: STRESSMAP

We developed StressMap, a prototype application for public decision making. It provides a visual presentation of the stress-related data on a geographic map. Two illustrations are in Figure 3. In Figure 3(a), each colored dot on the map represents a participant’s data submitted at that location. The color is decided according to the stress value: green for value 1 (no stress); red for value 6 (extreme stress); color changes with a linear gradient as the stress value scales from 1 to 6. Similarly, in Figure 3(b), the dot color changes with a linear gradient as the heartbeat value scales from 60 to 140. Further specific data analysis can be achieved through accessing the backend database.

![Figure 3: StressMap](a) stress data; (b) heartbeat data.
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